4 Ways the New Pump Wizard Does More for You

Taco has updated their popular Pump Selection Wizard so you can do more in less time than ever with this handy online tool. The enhanced Pump Wizard enables you to search wider and deeper than before, with no added effort, and to get more comprehensive results. Pump curves are only the start of what the new Pump Wizard delivers. Yet it is still as easy to use as ever.

**New Tab Structure** A new tab structure enables you to compare pumps side-by-side within the service flow range you enter in the Wizard. Choose a pump. Choose a second pump and the data appears under an additional tab. You have full access to all information in all open tabs.

**Compare Up to 7 Pumps Side-by-Side** For detailed comparison and to help you narrow your search, you can see and compare up to seven pumps simultaneously.

**Find Everything in One Place** Now you get the documents associated with the selected pump models, along with their pump curves. You can see and compare instruction sheets, submittal data sheets and replacement parts lists, along with the pump curves you are accustomed to seeing.

**Print Everything** With one click, you can print all your search results, including full-size pump curves.

See for yourself right now the power and convenience of Taco’s improved Pump Selection Wizard.

---

**Q & A**

Respond to mail@vemcoinc.com with the correct answer by: August 17th to be eligible for the prize!
(No phone answers accepted; can only win once every 6 months)

**Q:** Taco just opened the Taco Innovation & Development Center, a state-of-the-art learning and training center providing a hands-on learning environment. How many square feet is the new addition?

**Prize:** $50.00 AMEX gift card

**Congrats to Nathan Ratz** at CTA Engineers for correcting identifying the Leonard Valve that meets your gang shower applications as the XL-690